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McSneek wrote:
Quote:

fadeaway263 wrote:
Maurice when you are talking about "the big rock hole" are you talking about those big boulders on
the left side of the creek [if you are looking downstream] where the creek narrows quite a bit?

I think that is it Fade. The "big rock" is far and away the biggest rock in the FFO stretch. Right up against
the bank. Deepest hole in the stretch. Would be on your right side against the old rr track as you walk
upstream from the lower end of the FFO. Above the long stretch of frog water and before a set of riffles
and big bend in the crick.

And this is the next landmark prior to the "gradient change".
From the bottom up you have:
-The Wire
-The Island
-The Hemlocks (upper and lower)
-The Outhouse Hole
-Mary Swans Trib (on river right at bottom of landing strip)
-The landing strip (frog water)
-Burden Falls
-Rainbow Rock (on river left) Thats a new one I named.
-more frog water
-Rock garden
-Pickels Rock. (not really a rock so much as a ledge Jan stands on to fish downstream in workboots.)
-Graveyard
-The Big Rock Hole

-The ledge (sticks out from the tracks side halfway across the creek)
-The Big Bend
-The Gradient change
-The Beaver Rock
-The Oyster Rocks (3)
-The Seep Hole
-The Oval Pool
-Toms Run
-The Indian hole
-Landing Strip #2 (newly formed)
-Keebler Elf hole
-Rock Gardens (steps)
-Upper Wire hole
So if you have trouble catching fish at Muddy try fishing one of these spots, this is where they hold year round.
Wait is this spot burning?

